FUNDING TO EXPAND, GROW, AND IMPROVE YOUR BUSINESS

1. Are you a small or medium sized business?

2. Are you located in an area where a coal mine closed or a coal power plant retired?

3. Are you looking to expand into new energy markets, establish a new manufacturing business serving advanced energy markets, or reduce your carbon footprint?

If you answer YES, you could qualify for federal funding under the Advanced Energy Manufacturing and Recycling Program.

What Business Projects Qualify?
Projects that re-equip, expands, or establishes a manufacturing or recycling facility for the production or recycling, as applicable, of advanced energy property; or re-equip an industrial or manufacturing facility with equipment designed to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions

Still Confused? Here’s Some Business Ideas to Get You Thinking Big

- Properties designed to be used to produce energy renewable resources like solar, water, geothermal, renewable biomass, etc.;
- Production or recycling of fuel cells, microturbines, or energy storage systems and components;
- Production or recycling of electric grid modernization equipment or components (meters, electronics, etc.);
- Property designed to capture, remove, use, or sequester carbon emissions;
• Production or recycling of equipment designed to refine, electrolyze, or blend any fuel, chemical, or product that is renewable; or low-carbon and low-emission;

• Production or recycling of energy conservation or energy efficiency technologies (including for residential, commercial, and industrial applications);

• Production or recycling of light-, medium-, or heavy-duty electric or fuel cell vehicles, electric or fuel cell locomotives, electric or fuel cell maritime vessels, or electric or fuel cell planes; technologies, components, and materials of those vehicles, locomotives, maritime vessels, or planes; and charging or refueling infrastructure associated with those vehicles, locomotives, maritime vessels, or planes;

• Production or recycling of hybrid vehicles with a gross vehicle weight rating of not less than 14,000 pounds; and technologies, components, and materials for those vehicles; and

• Other advanced energy property designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions

**What to Do Next?**

It all begins with filling out a simple form. Scan or click here [https://www.nrel.gov/manufacturing/recycling-grant-program.html](https://www.nrel.gov/manufacturing/recycling-grant-program.html)